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ABSTRACT

This Critical Opinion discusses some themes and issues related to governance and policy in tourism. Shifts in modes of governance are described, along with some key concerns related to mobilities and hyper-neoliberalism. The paper raises the question of what constitutes good governance in the context of good tourism (e.g., sustainable tourism, responsible tourism, pro-poor tourism). Drawing on case research as well as theoretical influences, it forwards for future consideration justice as a key principle for good governance and policy in tourism. The importance of cultural values, and of addressing the historical context are noted. The Critical Opinion also calls on researchers to engage with diverse theoretical perspectives and research methodologies that can help facilitate "just governance" to tourism.

1. Brave New World?

It’s a brave new world. The new century ushered in the global financial crisis of 2008, rising atmospheric carbon dioxide, sea levels, extreme weather disasters and climate refugees (but hey, there’s “Last Chance Tourism” to profit from), along with escalating domestic and international terrorism. Xenophobia is on the rise too; social rights, gender rights, and human rights are under threat, as is freedom of international terrorism. Xenophobia is on the rise too; social rights, gender rights, and human rights are under threat, as is freedom of movement—borders are slamming shut with “Brexit” and “America First”. Our students look to our research efforts and to us for guidance, it’s their brave new world that we’ve fostered with our interests and beliefs driving tourism studies (personal contributions to consumer culture and climate change notwithstanding). Our dreams were big, our hearts were hopeful. Surely, noble global agendas like Millennium Development Goals (now expired and replaced by the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and the broccoli forest of newly minted Development Goals (now expired and replaced by the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)), and the broccoli forest of newly minted sustainability principles being forwarded by local to regional and supranational institutions would help guide the rapid growth and development of tourism towards “good tourism” (for the purpose of this discussion, envision this as inclusive of sustainable tourism, responsible tourism and pro-poor tourism approaches). New governance forms, accreditation and certification programs, (mostly voluntary, of course) and a plethora of indicators have arisen but how well have these succeeded in the fragmented, growing complexity of the physical and virtual spaces in which tourism is imbricated? How well can we evaluate the effectiveness of policy instruments and governance modes oriented to, for instance, community well-being (a goal of responsible/sustainable tourism)? Especially in this strange new world. Neoliberalized globalization marches on, aided by mobilities of capital, labor, finance, and technological revolutions. Governance has turned mobile, fled, morphed into...?

We speak quickly to share our thoughts and experiences, offering a partial perspective, sharing a few thoughts and themes we believe are important to the above questions. We appear to have failed to address some immense challenges, and though discourses are far from “value-neutral”, much of our writing on tourism policy, planning and governance has also failed to clearly show our own “positionality” (our value-laden standpoints). But, dear reader, not all of you stand accused as I do (mea culpa), and please don't implicate my co-author (our individual positionality arises from time to time here). Let's venture all together to explore our current state and whither the future of governance and policy—with apologies to all we've learned from and cannot acknowledge in this word constrained, reference limited, Opinion piece.

2. Tourism governance: From hopeful beginnings to...?

Academics awoke to the challenge of tourism “impacts” in the 1970s as critiques of mass tourism, neocolonialism and dependency spurred calls of “alternative tourism” and “responsible tourism.” Environmental
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concerns weighed heavily in the 1980s; the 1990s ushered in further social concerns and community, almost forgotten in the grand institutional discourse of “sustainable tourism”, is fortunately retrieved but besieged by a maelstrom of indicators for “community-based tourism” (CBT). So, what constitutes “good governance” for sustainable tourism/responsible tourism (limiting our discussion here to these as approaches (CBT). So, what constitutes community/social concerns and concerns weighed heavily in the 1980s; the 1990s ushered in further institutional discourse of which tourism, at all levels, is enmeshed? “Tailored and effective governance” is key to sustainable tourism (Bramwell & Lane, 2011, p. 411). What constitutes “effective” in this brave new world? How well are various mechanisms, processes and institutions working towards, for instance, the well-being of communities, residents, destinations, among other priorities of sustainable tourism?

- A discouraging, consistent theme evident in the research literature on tourism governance is how it seems to have succumbed overall to an accelerated form of neoliberal capitalist interests, at the macro-, meso- and local levels. Amore and Hall (2017) discuss the “hallowing out” of regional authorities since the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, and their examination of national and urban development strategies reveal market-driven agendas exemplifying such hyper-neoliberalism. Moscardo’s (2011) research on social representations in tourism planning reveals power in tourism planning was concentrated amidst a small number of stakeholders, oriented to corporatist economic interests, prioritizing efficiency, growth and profit, rather than the needs of destination residents. Policy scholar Dianne Dredge’s extensive research raises many challenges to governance in different domains. She identifies a neoliberal version of “public interest” in a case study of the Queensland State government’s actions on the Gold Coast, Australia, where little attention was paid to understand or operationalize the notion of public interest, specifically local community interests (Dredge, 2010). Small wins and successful resistance offer hope (see, for example, Jenkins & Dredge, 2016), but the picture looks bleak overall, particularly with respect to the public sector’s role in effective tourism governance.

- It is troubling then to see far too little attention to legislation and regulation of tourism. At the global level, the UN’s Tourism Bill of Rights and The Global Code of Ethics for Tourism offers ethical guidelines but as critics point out these neoliberal global governance institutions have little regulatory force. At the local and business level, industry discourses of voluntary certification programs and self-governance preferences prevail; they may be aided by policy instruments supporting public-private partnerships and networks. Meanwhile, human rights and other social rights (as well as animal welfare and rights) are at increased risk as governance becomes increasingly challenged in this globally mobile landscape. What, then, constitutes good governance in a local-global tourism system that appears to lack sufficient regulation and oversight? Of course you’ll ask, what do y’all (a great Texas slang) mean by good governance? See footnotes 3 and 4 but let us think further as to what this means in the context of good governance for “good tourism.”

- Good governance is both a goal and a means, but the focus has tended to be on means rather than the ends, Rodrik (2008) argues. The same critique applies to tourism governance and policy making. Collaborative and participatory processes for CBT are framed as a means to some other end, e.g., to resolve conflict, get input, control, empowerment to benefit from tourism, education and learning, important for good governance, but still a means. It may be valuable to re-envision such processes for resident participation, multi-stakeholder collaborative and communicative planning processes, as an end rather than simply as a means in the various modes of tourism governance and policy planning (see Hall, 2012, for example). Facilitating democracy, civic society and global citizenship through direct resident and tourist engagement in destination governance and policy making issues (locally and globally!) is a vitally important goal of good governance in tourism—a point that becomes clearer further below, read onwards…

- Setting out clear goals for tourism governance and policy making is crucial (it’s a basic planning principle), but neither participatory processes nor goal setting is sufficient. These must be coupled with a sensitive historical and cultural lens (avoid being criticized for exercising Anglo-Saxon, colonial, or imperialist values). Schroeder’s (2015) study of the popular concept of Gross National Happiness (GNH) in Bhutan demonstrates the importance of setting clear policy goals, but these, along with policy instruments for collaborative governance were simply inadequate; effective implementation of GNH principles in tourism occurred due to synergies with cultural values of Buddhism among those who were tasked with implementing GNH through various policy instruments. But intangibles such as cultural values can be easily omitted in planning and decision making, particularly where evaluation is driven by scientific, measurable, managerial tools. And “public interest” must take account of diverse groups and interests, some of which may be historically marginalized or disempowered. Our study of tourism in Quintana Roo, Mexico, over the years taught us much about the importance of understanding historically embedded sociocultural influences. We share this briefly below to set our abstract musings concretely in practice.

- Tourism governance in Quintana Roo is arranged to favor the private industry and the government. As articulated in Quintana Roo’s Tourism Legislation, Chapter II,5, tourism policy and decision

---

2 The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP, 1997), for instance, describes governance as: the exercise of economic, political and administrative authority to manage a country’s affairs at all levels. It comprises the mechanisms, processes and institutions through which citizens and groups articulate their interests, exercise their legal rights, meet their obligations and mediate their differences.

3 The notion of “good governance” generally includes the following attributes: transparency, effective government (e.g., its ability to formulate and implement sound policies, reform structures, manage resources, facilitate economic and social well-being, rule of law, lack of corruption, citizen voice and participation (Rodrik, 2004).

4 The World Bank defines governance as “the manner in which power is exercised in the management of a country’s economic and social resources for development” and good governance as synonymous to with “sound development management” (World Bank, 1992:2). Note, however, that consideration of human rights and social rights in addition to economic and political rights has been made clearer in various iterations over time, becoming a greater priority.

5 State tourism policy, as well as the execution of tourism strategies and action plans in the state is the responsibility of the Secretariat of Tourism of Quintana Roo (SEDETUR). Quintana Roo’s Tourism Law is available at http://cancun.gob.mx/transparencia/files/
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